2 x Red Heart Super Saver Stripes
6mm/J hook
Yarn needle and scissors
Designed by Clare Sullivan
Video tutorial - https://youtu.be/Oj6jld-MenE

Magic circle
1. Ch4, dc into ring, ch1, dc into ring, turn
2. Ch4, (dc, ch1) into same stitch, skip the ch 1 (dc, ch1) into the dc, (dc, ch1, dc) into the 3rd ch of ch4 of the previous
row, turn
3. Ch4, (dc, ch1) into same stitch, *skip the ch 1 (dc, ch1) into the dc*repeat from * to* across (dc, ch1, dc) into the 3rd
ch of ch4 of the previous row, turn
Repeat last row until you have the size you want - mine was 33 rows in total
Edging
Staying on the same side, spin you work clockwise so that you are now working down one edge towards the point of
the shawl
Ch 18 (if you want your tassels longer or shorter use more or less
chains ) slip stitch into the space (at the end of the last row you
crochet, see first image)
Ch 18,
I you want a full fringe slip stitch into the stitch where we worked
our last stitch of each row when we made the shawl. See images
below
If you want less of a fringe, skip that stitch and work into the next space
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Repeat this all the way across
Full fringe like the photo - each space and stitch
Less of a fringe - just the spaces
When you get to the point of the shawl (the beginning of the shawl) work your fringe into the space and the tip of
the shawl
Continue the fringe down the other side. Finish off and sew in your ends
Thank you for choosing my pattern
Happy crochet
Clare xx
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